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Deep inside a volcanic lava tube in the Canary Islands, a clue to a Christian archaeological treasure is
discovered. Sinister forces, driven by greed and revenge, will stop at nothing in their effort to control the
world’s newest energy source; an energy device that will make oil obsolete. A new and powerful weapon of
mass destruction is on its final countdown to unleash nature's ultimate fury; the likes never before witnessed
by mankind. The fanatical leader of a secular movement will stop at nothing to ensure the ancient discoveries
are never brought to light, even if it means - murder. It’s a race against time as archaeologist, Josh Turner,
and his friends, set out to stop the threat and save the lives of millions while seeking to discover the ancient
artifacts before they are lost forever. Inspired by the works of Clive Cussler and Tom Clancy;Tim Fairchild,
in his premier action/adventure thriller Zero Point, blends fiction, history, and science in a daring way and
asks the question; what if nature could be used as a weapon against us?
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From reader reviews:

Nicole Rockwood:

Book is written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can realize everything you want by a e-book. Book
has a different type. To be sure that book is important factor to bring us around the world. Next to that you
can your reading proficiency was fluently. A e-book Zero Point will make you to be smarter. You can feel
far more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think that open or reading
some sort of book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they can be thought like that?
Have you looking for best book or acceptable book with you?

Ralph Scott:

This Zero Point book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you obtain by reading this book is definitely information inside this publication incredible fresh, you
will get facts which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This Zero Point without
we know teach the one who looking at it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't end up being
worry Zero Point can bring whenever you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' grow to be full
because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even phone. This Zero Point having fine arrangement in
word and also layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

William Sinclair:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this Zero Point guide written by well-known
writer who really knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who all read the book.
Written in good manner for you, leaking every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your own hunger
then you still uncertainty Zero Point as good book not merely by the cover but also by the content. This is
one reserve that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still needing a different sixth sense
to pick this specific!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already alerted you so why you have to
listening to a different sixth sense.

David Mathews:

Beside this Zero Point in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or details.
The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from the oven so don't be worry if you feel
like an previous people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Zero Point because this book
offers for your requirements readable information. Do you often have book but you rarely get what it's about.
Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be
questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss the item? Find this book and
also read it from currently!
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